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The Development of Alternative Dual RDD Frame Telephone Survey
Designs in Korea: Theory, Practice and Challenges
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Considerable research in telephone survey methods, including telephone sampling, has occurred since the First Inter-

national Conference on Telephone Survey Methodology held in 1987. One of the important issues was the increas-

ing inefficiency of random digit dialing (RDD) sample designs. The chance of locating a residential number using

Mitofsky-Waksberg (1970, 1978) RDD sampling approach in the United States declined by more than 20 percent

(Steeh and Piekarski, 2007).

Survey methodologists began studying for alternatives to that method. Casady and Lepkowski (1993) suggested

list-assisted RDD methods using stratified designs. Brick et al. (1995) showed that when adopting their list-assisted

method, the potential bias due to the loss of residential telephones in 100-banks was small. Academic or governmental

survey organizations and private survey firms subsequently used list-assisted RDD methods in the United States.

By the end of the 1990s, cell (or mobile) phones outnumbered landline telephones in many countries including

Korea. The rapid growth in the cell-only households posed a coverage problem in conducting a survey over landline

telephones (Kim and Lepkowski, 2002). Research using cell phones in surveys began earlier in Europe. For instance,

Statistics Finland began a program of research including cell phones in its labor force studies. In the United States

the first cell phone survey for the comparison with a landline RDD survey was conducted by Steeh (2003). Some

survey researchers developed the theory for using dual frame sample of landline and cell phone numbers rather than

relying only on cell numbers, due to coverage rates, survey costs and response rates. For example, Lepkowski and

Kim (2005) first showed the design strategy to combine an RDD landline sample and an RDD cell sample. It is

noted that if the two number frames are completely nonoverlapping, the estimation is not complicated. However,

telephone frames overlap always creates three domains: landline telephone only, cell phone only, and both. Thus,

the conventional estimation methods are not valid.

On the other hand, Kim et al. (2008, 2009) suggested a method of list-assisted RDD sampling in Korea, which

is quite different from the conventional RDD method using 10,000-banks with low efficiencies. Their method was

examined using wthin-household selection in a national survey and the results showed that it had the hit rate similar

to the popular RDD method in the United States. Following Kim et al. (2004), Hong et al. (2009) reported that if

listed landline numbers are only used for telephone surveys in Korea, survey estimates may have a serious coverage

bias problem due to cell-only households as well as unlisted numbers. In June, 2010, in Korean local elections for

mayor and governor, the pre-election polls before a week of the election estimated an easy victory for the ruling Grand

National Party (GNP), but went all wrong. The survey firms conducted those polls relied mostly on listed landline

numbers and selected the respondents with quota sampling, not random sampling. Since the pre-election polls were

almost completely inaccurate, survey researchers or pollsters are currently searching for the alternatives. However,

there remains a substantial lack of their effort to examine the reasons for the failure of the polls.

In this paper, we begin by showing the changes of household telephone coverage in Korea over the past 10 years.

Under the current status of landline telephone coverage, the potential coverage bias resulting from the conventional

landline frames is examined. Second, we present a list-assisted RDD sample design developed by Kim et al. (2008,

2009) in Donnguk University Survey Research Center. The efficiency of the list-assisted RDD method is compared

with that of RDD method used widely in the United States. Third, we show the results of a pilot study conducted
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in Donnguk University Survey Research Center for assessing the feasibility of dual RDD frame survey of landline

and cell phone numbers. Fourth, we revisit the estimation method of Lepkowski and Groves (1986) for a principle

RDD frame of landlines and a supplement area frame of households. Following this, we discuss the potential uses of

post-stratified estimator of Lepkowski and Groves (1986) in dual frame RDD surveys. We conclude with a discussion

of problems and challenges in dual frame surveys.
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